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POLISH LEGATION IN STOCKHOLM

The official Swedish Foreign Office list regarding Polish diplomats contains only ten names. However, the Polish legation in STOCKHOLM employs 55 persons, nine of which are Swedish citizens.

The following persons are working in the main legation building:

- MILNIKIEL Eugeniusz, minister (officially listed;)
- MILNIKIEL Jadwiga, minister's wife (officially listed;)
- ASTAFOWIC Janina, minister's mother-in-law;
- MICHALAK Rosaline, minister's children's nurse;
- MISIAK Stanislaw, radio operator;
- MISIAK Christine, radio operator's wife;
- GOINSKI Kazimiercz, radio operator;
- KOENCKI Adam, military attaché (officially listed;)
- KORNIECKA Jadwiga, military attaché's wife (officially listed;)
- SZULKIN LESSEL Lucjan, press attaché (officially listed;)
- SZULKIN LESSEL Elzieta, press attaché's wife (officially listed;)
- MEDRES Maria, press attaché's mother-in-law;
- ZAJKO Eugeniusz, assistant military attaché;
- JANOWICZ Irena, secretary of press attaché;
- MAYZEL Rika, wife of employee of commercial section;
- TYLKOWSKA Janina, MAYZEL's sister;
- WYFYCH Kasimierz, secretary to the minister;
- KOTLIKA Alicja, wife of commercial attaché (officially listed;)
- FRATCZAK Maria, wife of consular employee;
- GUTERMAN Ewa, secretary to press attaché;
- KACZMAREK Stanislaw, janitor;
- KACZMAREK Jadwiga, janitor's wife;
- ROMANOWICZ Adolf, employed in press section (Swede;)
- JOHANSSON Karl Gustav, typist (Swede;)
- ALSSON Inge Bdit, driver (Swede;)

List of people working in the Commercial Section:

- KOTLIKCI Aleksander, commercial attaché (officially listed;)
- KOTLIKCI Regina, commercial attaché's mother;
The minister, MILNIKIEL Eugeniusz, came to Soviet Russia at the outbreak of the war and joined General ANDERS' army. He went with Gen. ANDERS via Persia to Palestine, where he was sentenced to three years in prison as a Russian spy. However, after a few months in prison, he was exchanged for another Pole and returned to Russia around 1943. He was active in the Soviet-sponsored Committee of Polish Patriots.
After the war he was Polish minister in TEHERAN and OTTAWA before he came to Sweden about a year ago.

Reportedly the two radio operators MISIAK Stanislaw and GOLINSKI Kazimierz are very important persons at the legation. They are almost totally isolated from the other members of the legation, and dispose of about four rooms, into which only the minister and the military attaché are said to be admitted. They live in the legation building and are generally considered to be members of the UB.

MAYZELES Kulo and Rika are likewise suspected as UB members. They came to Sweden about 15 months ago in connection with a law suit between the Polish firm Polimex and the Swedish firm Swedab. They are believed to be responsible for thorough changes within the personnel of the commercial department.

MEDRZES Maria, the mother-in-law of the press attaché, is also an important person, being the mother of General GROSZ (fnu), who used to hold a responsible post in the Polish Foreign Office. (Why her name is different from his, is not known.)

BONARSKI Adam, the commercial naval attaché and FRATCZAK Stanislaw of the consular section, are known as Communists.

SPYCHAJOWA-KURKOWSKA Janina, commercial section, won the world title in arrow shooting at the Olympic games in BERLIN in 1936.

DATE OF OBSERVATION: July 1951

EVAL. COMMENT: Source: usually reliable;
Information: probably true.

Re MEDRZES Maria, mother of GROSZ: the explanation is simple, as GROSZ's real name is MEDRZES, and GROSZ an assumed name (previously his journalistic pen pseudonym before 1939.)